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INTERVIEW

In conversation with 
�Ȳ�²خƊȲƊƦǯǞɈ�²Ǟȁǐǘ

Today, all homeowners are leaning towards smart 
homes. Also, architects, these days, suggest it to 
their clientele early on in the projects that they 
ZSIJWYFPJ�� YMJWJG^� HWJFYNSL� F\FWJSJXX� TK� YMJ�
XFRJ� NS� YMJ� RFWPJY�� ê9JHMSTQTL^� MFX� YFPJS� T[JW�
every aspect of our lives. With every passing day, 
\J�FWJ�RT[NSL�YT\FWIX�JSJWL^�JKąHNJSY�XTQZYNTSX�
that are not only better for the environment, but 
FQXT� JVZFQQ^� JKKJHYN[J� NS� WJIZHNSL� J]UJSXJX�� +TW�
example, LED lights used predominantly today have 
increased the number of units per square footage; 
YMZX��\NYM�FZYTRFYNTS��\J�XNLSNąHFSYQ^�WJIZHJ�YMJ�
\NWNSL��RFPNSL� YMJ�XUFHJ�IJHQZYYJWJI�FSI�RTWJ�
RFSFLJFGQJë�� XF^X� &W�� 8FWFGONY� 8NSLM�� +TZSIJW�
and Architectural Designer, Villa Ortiga. 

What, according to you, are the must-
have smart home products in today’s 
contemporary homes?

While there are a lot of great products 
out there and a plethora of options to 
choose from, there are some basic 
services that should be automated 
in every home- a residence’s interior 
FSI� J]YJWNTW� QNLMY� ą]YZWJX�� FNW�
conditioning and heating systems, 
KFSX�� HZWYFNSX� FSI� FNW� UZWNąHFYNTS�
systems. 

What role does a system integrator 
play in designing a smart home?

A system integrator is someone 
responsible for bringing together all the 
various subsystems to ensure that they 

“We Lead A Far More 
!ȌȁɨƵȁǞƵȁɈ��ȁƮ�RƊȺȺǶƵ٧IȲƵƵ�
mǞǏƵ�àǞɈǘ�²ǿƊȲɈ�RȌǿƵȺل�àǘǞǶƵ�
²ƊɨǞȁǐ��ȁ�ÀǞǿƵ��ȁƮ�0ȁƵȲǐɯٳ
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In which sector(hospitality, commercial, residential), 
according to you, traditional devices and techniques 
are getting rapidly displaced to make room for 
smart devices and systems, aided with the latest 
technologies? And why? 

9MJ� RFWPJY� KTW� XRFWY� IJ[NHJX� FSI� X^XYJRX� NX� WFUNIQ^�

INTERVIEW

\TWP�\JQQ�YTLJYMJW��&QRTXY�FQQ�GWFSIX�ST\�MF[J�X^XYJR�
integrators to merge all the various components into a 
single automated platform. 

Products of which category (lighting, security, 
entertainment etc.) witness maximum demand 
when it comes to integrating smart home devices 
while doing the interiors? 

What I have observed in our practice is that automation 
in lighting controls is the most important and most in-
demand service.

àǘƊɈة�ƊƧƧȌȲƮǞȁǐ�ɈȌ�ɯȌɐة�ƊȲƵ�ɈǘƵ�ǿƊǯȌȲ�ƦƵȁƵ˛ɈȺ�ȌǏ�
Smart & connected homes in the current “tech-
savvy-era”?

Smart homes are built on the principles of energy 
JKąHNJSH^�� \MNHM� FQXT� WJIZHJX� T[JWFQQ� HTXYX�� '^�
integrating this technology into our homes and thus, 
our everyday lives, we save on time, energy and effort, 
thereby living lives that are more convenient and 
environment-friendly. Smart homes do away with the 
disarray of having multiple switches and wires, thus 
simplifying spaces both visually and experientially. 

RȌɩ�ɩȌɐǶƮ�ɯȌɐ�ƮƵ˛ȁƵ�ɈǘƵ�ƧɐȲȲƵȁɈ�ƮƵǿƊȁƮ�ǏȌȲ�
smart home integrations?

Although the demand for automation is steadily 
LWT\NSL�� NY� XYNQQ� MFX� F� QTSL� \F^� YT� LT�� -T\J[JW��
people need to become more acquainted with this 
transformative technology and begin to view it as an 
eventual convenience in daily lives, instead of an initial 
inconvenience of integrating it into their spaces- the 
RTWJ�YMJ�RFWPJY�\NQQ�J]UFSI�KZWYMJW���
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growing in both the residential as well as commercial 
sectors. The opportunity to reduce energy 
consumption while saving costs is a win-win for both 
sectors, and that is drawing people’s attention to it.

In what ways do you think the concept of smart 
homes has contributed to the lifestyles of 
working professionals?

As of now, it is mostly the high-end villas and luxury 
developments that integrate smart technologies. 
(ZWWJSYQ^�� \TWPNSL� UWTKJXXNTSFQX� IT� STY� GJSJąY�
from it in any way. It is because the prices for such 
technologies are quite high at the moment, and 
only once they’ve been reduced can they be made 
accessible for all the different types and scales of 
buildings.

Do you see any challenging factor(economic, 
social, environmental etc.) that has a strong 
potentiality to restrain the smart home industry? 
What, according to you, are the possible 
solutions?

Challenges for the smart home industry will evolve 
with time, as will our expectations from commercial 
and residential spaces. With time, innovation and 
YJHMSTQTL^�\NQQ�FQ\F^X�MJQU�RFPJ�UTXXNGQJ�\MFY�\FX�
previously perceived as impossible and similarly, the 
challenges faced for the same will also evolve. 

7JIZHNSL�YMJ�HTXYX�TK�UWTIZHYX�YT�RFPJ�YMJR�RTWJ�
accessible is one of the ways through which we 
can get more people to embrace smart homes and 
smart technologies.

RȌɩ�ƮȌ�ɯȌɐ�ǏȌȲƵȺƵƵ�ɈǘƵ�²ǿƊȲɈ�ǘȌǿƵ�ǞȁƮɐȺɈȲɯ�˛ɨƵ�
years down the line?

The Smart-home industry will become more 
mainstream with time, and it will be expected of all 
spaces, be it interior or exterior, to have integrated 
automated systems to deliver a smooth and hassle-
free functioning experience. Eventually, smart homes 
will not be viewed as a luxury, but an embodiment of 
‘smart living’ in the new age.

INTERVIEW


